Abstract-We consider the problem of multicasting from a single source to a set of destinations. We assume that the source cannot reach the destinations directly, but must forward its traffic through a set of relays. Under the performance objective of maximizing the common amount of information (number of bits) that the source sends to all destinations per Joule of the total energy spent, we wish to obtain a policy that identifies: a) which subset of the relays should be activated, b) for how long, and c) the respective destinations that each relay has to serve. We consider centralized policies with exact knowledge of the channel conditions. In the special case of a network with two relays we show that for any fixed assignment of destinations to relays the problem of maximizing the number of bits per Joule by choosing the duration that each relay should be activated can be formulated as a convex optimization problem. However, since the problem of assigning destinations to relays remains combinatorially complex, we then present an algorithm with reduced complexity that exploits the knowledge of the underlying channel conditions. Finally, we provide a set of numerical results to illustrate the optimal relay selection and assignment of destinations to relays corresponding to different channel conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the problem of multicasting from a single source to a set of destinations. Multicast is of particular importance in wireless systems due to the fact that an increasing amount of network traffic, such as signaling, video gaming, video conferencing, etc., consists of multicast data. In addition, in wireless systems multicasting comes for free due to the inherent wireless multicast advantage of the wireless medium that allows a single transmission to be heard by multiple nodes in the vicinity [1] . We consider a model where the source of multicast traffic cannot reach the destinations directly but must forward its data through a set of assisting relays. We are interested in energy-efficient network operation. Energy efficiency of networks has been studied extensively in the literature (e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ). In particular, the performance measure under consideration in this work is to maximize the common information (number of bits) sent by the source to all destinations during some time period per Joule of the total energy spent. Although in practice, a wireless node spends energy during transmission, reception, and also while being idle, in this work, we only consider the energy spent during transmission and neglect other forms of energy expenditure. Thus, although the relays assist the source in data delivery they also consume energy. Our objective is to identify which relays should be activated for data forwarding and for how long, as well as to which subset of the destinations each relay should transmit.
Relay selection has attracted a lot of attention in the recent years. It has been shown to improve different performance measures under various contexts where a source wishes to communicate with a single destination (see e.g., [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] ). The reasons behind these benefits in performance are two-fold. Firstly, employing a set of intermediate relays helps to optimally exploit spatial diversity as by increasing the number of possible paths (by routing through different relays) from the source to the destination, the probability that at least one path has good channel conditions increases. Secondly, by allowing cooperation among the relays, e.g., through beam-forming, the signal strength at the destination can considerably improve. In this work, we only consider the benefits from relay selection related to spatial diversity. Although relay cooperation has significant potential for performance gains, this comes at the expense of a higher complexity and computational overhead. We thus leave relay cooperation to future research. Our approach is tightly related to the problem of constructing energy efficient multicast trees through a cross-layer approach that combines the physical, Medium Access Control (MAC), and network layers.
This network model is interesting and can provide intuition for understanding and solving the general case of energyefficient multicasting for multi-hop wireless networks. Furthermore, even the two-hop model can provide interesting results for a cellular system with a base station multicasting to a set of mobile terminals through the aid of relays. Although current cellular systems were designed to maximize the coverage and thus each base station is able to reach all the terminals in its cell by increasing its transmit power, this need not be the case in future wireless systems. Due to the nonlinear attenuation of the signal with distance, the received signal strength at the users located at the edge of the cell can be poor. Also, in order to maintain acceptable signal quality for the edge cell users, the base station would have to multicast at high power which would increase the energy consumption of the network. Thus, multi-hop transmission can be a promising future direction of operation in cellular networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the network model under consideration. In Section III we restrict our attention to a simplified network that employs at most two relays and show that the problem of deciding the identities of the active relays and the respective duration of their activation periods can be given through a series of convex optimization problems. Each such optimization problem corresponds to a different assignment of destinations to relays. Due to the combinatorial nature of the latter, the number of such assignments grows large fast as the number of relays and destinations increases. Thus, in Section IV we make use of the full awareness of the channel state information and provide an algorithm to find a solution without running exhaustively through all the assignments. In Section V we present a set of numerical results, which give further intuition on the relay selection and multicast tree construction. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI. Our proof of convexity for the case where at most two relays can be employed appears in Appendix A.
II. NETWORK MODEL
We consider a network that comprises of a single source, a set of M relay nodes, and a set of N destinations. We let the set D be the set of destinations in the network. We denote the set of indexes of relays by M and the set of indexes of destinations by N . We also denote by the letter S the single source, by R i , i ∈ M the ith relay, and by D j , j ∈ N the jth destination, i.e., D = {D j , j ∈ N }. We let G 0,i represent the channel conditions from the source to the ith relay R i , for i ∈ M . Moreover, for i ∈ M and j ∈ N we let G i, j be the channel conditions between the ith relay, R i , and the jth destination, D j . We denote the transmission power level at the source by P 0 and at the ith relay by P i , i ∈ M . We assume that all network nodes share a common channel with bandwidth W and that the power spectral density of the noise at every node is equal to N 0 . The above are depicted in Fig Throughout this paper, we employ the Shannon formula to obtain a relationship between the maximum achievable rate and the corresponding transmission power level. In particular, under an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel with bandwidth W , the achievable rate r i, j over a single link (i, j) with channel quality G i, j when the source of the link transmits at power P i is given by
When a transmitting node multicasts at a common rate to a set of receivers, the maximum achievable rate is restricted by the receiver with the worst channel conditions. An optimistic upper bound on the maximum achievable rate when i multicasts to a set of nodes Z is equal to
whereĜ i,Z is defined asĜ i,Z = min j∈Z G i, j . Alternatively, this can be written in terms of the transmission power as
In this paper, we only account for the energy spent for transmission while we ignore the energy spent for reception, processing, and idle operation. Thus, the network entities that consume energy are only the source and the relays. We consider a centralized controller that aims to decide the following, namely (a) the set of the relays to be activated, (b) the duration of time that each relay should be activated, and (c) the subset of the destinations that each activated relay transmits to. Let us define the set of activated relays by the set R . We denote by D(k), k ∈ M the set of destinations to which the kth relay transmits to. Then, since all destinations must receive the information it should be true that
How many relays should be activated and their identities depends on the channel conditions between the source and the relays, as well as between the relays and destinations. In one extreme, a single relay k ∈ M should broadcast to all destinations, i.e., D(k) = D. In another extreme, all the relays will be employed to transmit to different disjoint subsets of destinations, i.e., R = M .
In this paper, we assume that the relays operate in halfduplex mode and thus they cannot transmit and receive at the same time. Let us consider a frame period of T secs. Since concurrent reception and transmission is not allowed by the relays, we divide the frame into two intervals, one where the source broadcasts to the set of relays and another where the relays forward the information to the intended destinations. We assume that if more than one relay has to be activated for forwarding the information to the destinations then the medium access control is performed according to a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme and the different relays take turns in broadcasting the information to the intended destinations. This choice is both due to the ease of implementation of TDMA, as well as due to the fact that the number of bits that can be sent per Joule for a TDMA scheme is higher than for other multiple access schemes due to the absence of interference.
Let us define by the parameter α the fraction of the frame T where the source broadcasts to the relays. Let us also define by β i the fraction of time that the ith relay is delegated to broadcast to a set of the destinations. Note that if relay R i is not activated then β i = 0. From the above, it follows that the set R can be written as
Note also that the following is true:
Let us assume that the source has B 0 bits of information that it wants to deliver in time T by spending the minimum amount of energy. Then, we define a measure on the energyefficiency to be the common number of bits transmitted in time T to all destinations per Joule of energy spent, U(·, ·), which is formally defined as
For every relay R i , where i ∈ R , the amount of information it transmits to its destinations, D(i), has to be equal to B 0 1 , i.e., it must be true that α r 0,R T = β i T r i,D(i) , ∀i ∈ R where r 0,R is the common rate at which the source transmits to the R relays. Since r 0,R = B 0 /αT we obtain
Note that by replacing the corresponding expressions for the powers given by (3) into (5) and by observing that the quantities B 0 , T , N 0 , and W are fixed, the problem of maximizing (5) subject to (4) and the condition ∪ i∈R D(i) = D is equivalent to the following minimization:
s.t.
The minimization problem (6)- (8) seeks to find the optimal values for the fractions of time α and β i , i ∈ R that the source and the relays transmit respectively, as well as the optimal assignment of destinations D(i) to each relay R i , i ∈ R . Note that, to find an optimal solution to this problem one should evaluate the objective function over all possible ways 1 Note that the underlying channel conditions may be such that a given destination overhears the transmission from more than one relay. In such an event, we assume that this destination can safely discard the extra bits.
of selecting the active relays (2 M such ways) and over all possible allocations of destinations to active relays. Clearly, the complexity of this problem is prohibitive. Thus, in the following sections, we restrict our attention to a simplified network where the multicast source can employ at most two relays to reach an arbitrary set of destinations.
III. A SIMPLIFIED NETWORK: THE TWO-RELAY CASE
When at most two relays can be employed, the minimization problem (6)-(8) yields three different optimization problems over the variables α and β i , i ∈ R depending on whether relay R 1 is active, R 2 is active or both of them are active. In particular, if both relays are employed then we have
and if a single relay R i , i ∈ {1, 2} is employed, then for each i we get
Then the following proposition is true. (9)- (10) and (11) is convex. The proof of Proposition 1 appears in Appendix A. From Proposition 1 it follows that for every fixed assignment of destinations to relays, the optimal values of α, β 1 , and β 2 in (9)-(10) and (11) can be found in polynomial time, by employing e.g., interior point methods (see [12] ). However, finding the optimal assignment of destinations to relays is a combinatorially complex problem. To guarantee an optimal solution one has to exhaustively search over all potential assignments and solve either the minimization problem (9)-(10) when both relays are employed or the minimization problems in (11) when a single relay (R 1 or R 2 ) is active.
This amounts to solving
problems. The optimal assignment of destinations to relays will be the one that maximizes the corresponding objective function over all assignments. Note that, the complexity of finding the optimal solution increases exponentially with the number of destinations. Furthermore, in the event that more than two relays are allowed to be employed, the problem becomes prohibitive as the number of destinations increases. Next, we proceed with an algorithm that exploits knowledge of the channel state information to perform the assignment of destinations to relays.
IV. AN ALGORITHM FOR DESTINATION ASSIGNMENT
In this section, we provide an algorithm that makes use of the fact that channel state information is completely known by the network control policy and tries to decrease the number of possible assignments of destinations to relays that one has to exhaustively search over. The algorithm works as follows:
Algorithm: Destination to Relay Assignment In steps 1 − 2 of the algorithm we create a D × 2 dimensional channel information matrix L whose entries L(i, j) correspond to the index of the destination that has the ith best channel from relay R j , j = 1, 2. This is shown in Fig. 2 where we present the matrix L for the case of 2 relays and 12 destinations. In the figure, relay R 1 has the best channel to destination D 6 and the worst to D 10 . Then, in steps 3-12 by parsing the matrix L row-by-row (from best to worst channels) until all destinations are reachable by some relay we try to find a feasible solution in which we reach all destinations (list covered dest = D) by using the available relays while keeping the worst channel from each relay to its intended destinations as good as possible. Next, instead of exhaustively searching over all ∑ 12 k=0 12 k allocations, we only need to compare those solutions where one relay targets a destination with a worse channel than in the original feasible solution and the other relay targets a better destination. For the example of Fig. 2 this reduces the number of comparisons to comparing the cases i) 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide a few numerical results for a network of a single source, two relays, and two destinations. We assume that the source wants to transmit B 0 = 100 Kbits in a frame of duration T = 1sec. We also assume that the power spectral density of the noise is equal to N 0 = −174 dBm/Hz and the channel bandwidth is equal to W = 100 KHz. We consider that the channel effects are both due to block fading and path loss. In particular, we assume that the fading channel changes slowly with time so that it remains constant during the period T . Furthermore, we consider the free-space path loss model according to which the signal decays proportionally to the square of the distance between a transmitter and its corresponding receiver (see, e.g., [13] ), i.e., according to c
where c is the speed of light (in meters), G is the product of the transmit and receive antenna field radiation patterns in the Line of Sight (LOS) direction, d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver (in meters), and F is the carrier frequency (in Hz). We assume omni-directional antennas and thus G = 1 in our numerical experiments. We further assume that the carrier frequency is equal to F = 1 GHz, and the distance between a transmitter and its corresponding receiver is in the order of d = 1 Km. Then, we get that the path loss is of the order of 10 9 . From the above, the relationship between the transmit (P t ) and receive (P r ) powers can be written as
where f takes into account both the distance variation from 1 Km and the fading effects. For simplicity, we call f the fading coefficient. Now, let us define by f SR i the fading coefficient from the source to the ith relay and by f R i D j the fading coefficient from the ith relay to the jth destination. In Figures 3 and 4 we show the optimal selection of the parameters α, β 1 , and β 2 for different values of the fading coefficients. In particular, in Fig. 3 the optimal scheme is the one where the source broadcasts to both relays for a fraction of time α = 0.4093 and both relays are activated to transmit. Relay R 1 transmits to D 1 for a fraction of time β 1 = 0.2913 and relay R 2 to D 2 for a fraction β 2 = 0.2994. This would yield the optimal energy expenditure of 0.48 µJ. The intuition behind the fact that in the optimal solution both relays should be activated to transmit is the following. Since the channels from R 2 to D 1 and from R 1 to D 2 are both poor, the broadcast rate from R 2 (or R 1 respectively) to both destinations would be low. Thus, under this case it is better to reach both destinations through two unicast transmissions. In Fig. 4 we can see that it is optimal to let R 2 broadcast, since it has the most favorable channel conditions from the source and to both destinations.
In Fig. 5 , we consider a different scenario where the channels between the relays and the destinations are symmetric. Specifically, we assume that the channel qualities satisfy
where ξ is a parameter that takes values in the interval [0, 2] and indicates the quality of the cross channels. We also set the bandwidth to be equal to W = 1 MHz. We observe that when the cross channels are very poor (which corresponds to values of ξ less than 0.5), both relays should transmit through their direct channels to the destinations and the energy expenditure is constant since only the direct links, with fixed channel qualities, are used. As the cross channel conditions improve then it is optimal with respect to the energy consumption to allow a single relay to broadcast to both destinations. In particular, for ξ ∈ [0.5, 1] the energy consumption improves since as ξ increases the multicast rate improves. For values of ξ greater than one the energy consumption stays constant again. This is because even though the cross channels from the relays to the destinations improve, the relays cannot exploit this beyond a point as they cannot send more information than what they have received from the source.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We considered a framework where a source wishes to multicast traffic to a set of destinations. We assumed that the source cannot reach its destinations directly and thus has to forward its data through a set of relay stations. Our objective was to identify the subset of the relays that should be activated, the fraction of time that each relay has to be active, and the respective destinations that each relay has to serve in order to maximize the common amount of information (number of bits) sent to all destinations per Joule of energy spent. We then restricted attention to the two-relay case and for each assignment of destinations to relays we showed that the problem of deciding the duration that each relay should be active is convex. Due to the combinatorial nature of assigning destinations to relays, we then provided an algorithm with decreased complexity to perform this assignment. Finally, we provided a set of numerical results that gives further intuition on the optimal relay selection. APPENDIX A The Hessian H(α, β 1 ) is then given by (12) . Its determinant, det(H(α, β 1 )), given by (13) , is positive and thus the problem is convex. Similarly, it can easily be shown that the second derivative of (11) with respect to α is positive, proving convexity when a single relay is chosen.
